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New Mexico Higher Education Department
Capital Outlay Funding – Project Evaluation Form

Name of Institution: New Mexico State University
Location of Project: (Attach Aerial Map): See Campus Map
Project Title: Infrastructure Upgrades
FY23 Priority #: 4
Master Plan Priority #: 4
Total Project Cost: $ 35,000,000+
State Funding Request: $ 4,000,000
Committed Match Funding: $ N/A
Specify Source of Committed Match funding, how funding was generated, and when it will be
budgeted:
N/A

If funding was requested in the past for this project, provide a brief summary to include when it
was presented, amount of funding received and any changes from original request(s) (Cost,
Scope, etc.):
The initial data infrastructure project was presented at the 2019/FY21 Yearly Capital Projects Summer Hearings for Capital
Funding. The relocation of the secondary data center out of Milton Hall project was approved for general obligation bond
funding for $3,000,000. The 2020 GOB funding was received in July 2021.
Previously, additional phase(s) to continue the Data Center Infrastructure Upgrades project were presented at the 2020
Summer Hearings for Capital Funding for FY21 Severance Tax Bond funding for $1,516,000. The NMSU Request was the
third priority for the main campus was not part of the recommendations by HED and LFC, and remains unfunded. Last year's
(2021) request was for infrastructure upgrade project for data center infrastructure and mechanical system improvements as a
result of findings from a recent Facilities Condition Assessment and HVAC deficiencies, along with return to campus efforts for
classroom activities.
The current infrastructure upgrades project this year is focused on replacing the steam distribution. A steam infrastructure
assessment was performed by GLHN Engineering in 2009, and updated in 2022.
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A. Project Description:
Age of Facility:

N/A

GSF of Facility:

N/A

Provide a brief history and general description of the facility:
NMSU currently uses a natural gas-fired steam production system and distributes steam to the main campus for the purposes
of space heating, domestic hot water heating, research equipment, food preparation and swimming pool heating to a total of
63 buildings on the main campus comprising nearly 4,000,000 square feet of conditioned space.
According to recent recorded historical data, approximately 283,740,000 lbs of steam is distributed campus annually at a peak
delivery rate of roughly 65,000 lbs/hr. Without accounting for “free steam” attained from the heat recovery steam generator on
the cogeneration turbine, annual steam distribution costs equate to approximately $2,517,106 per year.

What is the current condition of the facility and supporting infrastructure?
The majority of the steam infrastructure was installed from the1960s through the1990s. Other properties to include Skeen Hall
and Center for the Arts were post 2000. The most recent addition to the steam system is the Ag Modernization Project Bio
Medical Facility. This brings to light that the majority of the steam infrastructure is beyond 30 years old with an average age of
buildings served by this system at 44 years. A steam infrastructure assessment was performed by GLHN Engineering in
2009, and updated in 2022, identifying noted deficiencies leading to tunnel structure failures due to steam induced corrosion
resulting in approximately $800,000 annually for the last 5 years. In addition, building property damage has occurred due to
failed steam lines and in some cases development of mold and reduced Indoor Air Quality has been exhibited in Corbett
Center, Domenici Hall, Pan American Center, Gerald Thomas, Branson Hall, Rhodes Garrett Hamiel, Pinon Hall, Neale Hall,
Dona Ana Community College, Anderson Hall and increased Utility Plant production costs due to steam losses. Recent
calculations to the impact on Plant Production Costs related to steams losses is currently tracking at an increase of $300,000
annually for Natural Gas, Chemical Treatment and Domestic Water usage. This is expected to increase by 8% due to the
documented
the renovation
City of Las Cruces
stating approved
increases
natural
gas costs for
the coming years.
What
was increases
the last from
major
completed?
When
was to
the
renovation
completed?
What

funding sources were used?

No major renovation or planned improvements of the steam valves, expansion joints, traps, system, equipment, or pipes have
occurred outside of emergency remediation to maintain and conduct safe utilities outages, support of maintenance and
construction projects. Funding from Building Repair & Renewal for FS Operations and Maintenance projects are repairs and
replacement.
Very little has changed to the campus steam and condensate return piping since the 2009 UDP publication. However, there
have been several notable changes to steam infrastructure beyond piping distribution:
• Tunnel structural enclosure repairs
• Addition of a steam turbine chiller at the main central plant
• Removal of an absorption chiller at the DACC campus
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Provide a detailed scope of work to be completed if the project is funded. Make sure to specify
any deficiencies being remedied:
The current steam production manifold for the NMSU campus consists of two 44,000 lb/hr Keeler water tube boilers, one
15,000 lb/hr Cleaver Brooks fire tube boiler and one 22,400 lb/hr Nebraska heat recovery steam generator operating in
conjunction with the Solar Taurus-60 gas-fired turbine. The steam production manifold outputs steam to the campus
distribution system at a pressure of 100 psi and temperature of about 338°F. The campus distribution is comprised of
roughly 18,800 linear feet of both utility tunnel located and direct buried schedule 40 steel pipe. The associated condensate
return system is comprised of roughly 18,800 linear feet of both utility tunnel located and direct buried schedule 40 steel
pipe. All steam delivered to campus is being used for the purposes of process and domestic hot water heating. The
Central Utility Plant utilizes steam for the purposes of creating chilled water for cooling via a steam turbine driven chiller.
The steam delivery system appears to be delivering the necessary capacity to meet the campus load demand however,
has extreme pipeline infrastructure degradation which is leading to property damage, energy losses, increased production
costs and negative impacts to life safety systems.
The intent of this project is to replace failed and deficient steam distribution infrastructure focused on a holistic approach to
improve the utility reliability, energy efficiency, reduction in operations and maintenance costs, facility indoor air quality,
student experience and research success. This project will repair and replace the failed and deficient steam distribution
systems and ancillary equipment identified in the 2022 updated Steam Utilities Assessment performed by GLHN
Engineering.
The steam systems and ancillary equipment corrective measures shall include:
• Replace failed steam isolation valves needed to operate, maintain and conduct safe utilities outages in support of
maintenance and construction projects.
• Replace failed steam expansion joints needed to prevent recurring damage to utility tunnel structures, ancillary equipment
and other utility infrastructure to include chilled water, compressed air, domestic water, fire protection, fiber optics, electric
and natural gas.
• Replace failed steam traps and condensate equipment targeted at improving system efficiency, cost of operation, and
utility reliability.
• Repair or replace systems or equipment contributing to steam leaks to include gaskets, corroded piping, heat exchangers,
condensate return systems, steam pressure reducing stations, meters, and safety pressure relief valves.
• Replace damaged or missing thermal insulation on pipes, valves, and pressure regulators.
• Asbestos abatement required for repair or replacement of listed system components.
• Replacement of automated steam system controls required for safe and proper operation of steam to hot water
conversion intended for end use.
• Replace or repair steam pipeline anchoring system and support racks within tunnel structures intended to improve safety
and reliability.
This scope of work would include Phases 1 through 4 in the GLHN Steam System narrative from June 16, 2009. This
engineering report was updated in May 20, 2022 and recommended repairs from the UDP Update – Steam and
Condensate System Piping Repairs are listed below.
Repair Recommendations:
NMSU needs to holistically repair or replace failed and deficient steam distribution infrastructure. The focus is to improve
system safety, utility reliability, energy efficiency, water conservation, reduce operations and maintenance costs, facility
indoor air quality, student experience and research success.
Corrective measures to include:
• Replace failed steam isolation valves needed to operate, maintain and conduct safe utilities outages in support of
maintenance and construction projects.
• Replace failed steam expansion joints needed to prevent recurring damage to utility tunnel structures, ancillary
equipment, and other utility infrastructure to include chilled water, compressed air, domestic water, fire protection, fiber
optics, electric and natural gas.
• Replace failed steam traps and condensate equipment targeted at improving system efficiency, cost of operation, and
utility reliability.
• Repair or replace systems or equipment contributing to steam leaks to include gaskets, corroded piping, heat exchangers,
condensate return systems, steam pressure reducing stations, meters, and safety pressure relief valves.
• Replace damaged or missing thermal insulation on pipes, valves, and pressure regulators.
• Asbestos abatement required for repair or replacement of listed system components.
• Replacement of automated steam system controls required for safe and proper operation of steam to hot water
conversion intended for end use.
• Replace or repair steam pipeline anchoring system and support racks within tunnel structures intended to improve safety
and reliability.
• Several Areas with steam or condensate issues by would likely be cost effective candidates for decentrailized gas or
condensing boiler installation.
• Gerald Thomas, Knox and Wooten Hall Area may be good candidates for a single condensate return system with some
buildings returning condensate via gravity to the single condensate pump. The Guthrie and Dove Hall, Business Complex,
Health Services buildings may also turn out to be good candidates.
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Complete table below if this project request contains multiple projects or if the project can be
phased. List in priority order:
Phase/
Phase/Project Description
Amount
Project
#

1

Data Center Infrastructure

$3,000,000

2

Infrastructure Upgrades

$4,000,000

3

Infrastructure Upgrades

$1,500,000

Provide key milestone dates and project sequence or phasing:

Phase/Project Start Date (mm/yyyy)
Phase 1
07/2021

*

Completion Date (mm/yyyy)
08/2023

Phase 2

07/2023

12/2024

Phase 3

07/2025

12/2026
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Full-Time Student Enrollment Trends:
Provide the instructional program majors being served by this project:

Major Title

Head Count

FTE

% Growth
from Last Year

Avg. Growth
last 10 years

N/A

Provide Fall Semester enrollment data per year as reported on the NMHED website/eDEAR:
Year
2014
2015
2016
15,821
15,484
14,826
FTE
2,047
1,985
1,753
OFTE
13,774
13,499
13,073
FTE-OFTE
*OFTE = Online FTE/Distance Education

*

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

14,445

14,297

14,274

14,216

13,938

1,627

1,708

1,792

4,912

3,117

12,818

12,589

12,482

9,304

10,821
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B. Project Rationale and Need:
Measure B1: Projects promotion of enrollment growth, retention, and degree production
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NMSU has developed an architectural master plan to aid in facilitating structured campus physical modifications out
through the year 2027. A steam system development plan is a crucial counterpart of this equation. Not only are there a few
deficiencies with the existing system, but it will need to change in configuration as well to match the progressing
architectural build out of the main campus.
The development of the strategy for steam expansion has been contingent on the type of and distance of future buildings
from the existing steam system. Any buildings or cluster of buildings accumulating significant load have been considered
for a steam connection, whereas building areas with low load and requirements for significant piping additions to the
existing system have been warranted non-candidates and will rely on natural gas or electricity for their heating needs.
This steam study has a breakdown of work into manageable stages.
STAGE 1 DISTRIBUTION DEFICIENCIES
Undersized Plant Header See steam system strategies for campus expansion.
Undersized DACC (Espina Campus) line Currently there is an open project to complete the installation of a redundant
chiller for DACC, thus making the currently used steam fired absorber obsolete. Due to this decrease in steam load, the
current 2 ½” line should have capacity for all other demands in the area.
Aging Piping Accessories
Most of the piping is still original and many of the fittings such as valves and expansion joints are likely nearing the end of
their useful life. It is suggested that an audit be performed to pick up outdated accessories and replace them as necessary.
Missing Insulation
It has been noted by NMSU staff in an insulation audit and observed by GLHN staff that there are a significant number of
areas in the steam piping distribution system where insulation has either been removed or worn off and has not been
appropriately replaced. This sort of deficiency results in significant distributional heat loss, reducing the efficiency of the
system and costing the University excess in utility expenditures. It is suggested that replacement of the insulation be
performed according to the audit report.
Condensate Traps
It has been brought to attention by NMSU facilities personnel that there is a remarkably small number of condensate traps
throughout the distribution system and many of the locations requiring traps such as bends and elbows are without them.
This is a potential safety risk and could lead to serious damage and steam outages due to the nature of water hammer. It is
recommended that an audit be performed and replacements and additions to the steam trap system be performed as
necessary.
Summertime Operation
The steam production and distribution bottoms out in the summer to a fraction of the peak demand of the system. As the
system stands, all mains remain active even for summer months. It is likely that due to this operation there are
unnecessarily energized mains, increasing the parasitic losses of the system. It is recommended that a study be performed
to accumulate individual building steam usage and determine if there are any significant portions of the system that can be
shut down for summer operation.

*

EMCS
Finally, it has been observed that the existing data monitoring system for the steam system is grossly undersized and fails
to capture a comprehensive view of the operation of the distribution system. Not only does the existing system have holes
in data capture, processing and storing, there are many buildings that have incomplete monitoring capabilities as currently
configured. This deficiency has already been picked up by the University and is currently being improved upon by a
dedicated team of personnel.
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Measure B2: Projects impact on education and workforce needs in local and regional
economies
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------This steam system project supports both the mission and strategic goals that are necessary to support and enhance
enrollment growth and student success. The necessity for support of the building systems is key to the direct support of the
educational programs conducted on the campus and has become even more critical as we seek to address air movement
and replacement as a response to pandemic conditions.
This project will support both on-campus and off-campus instruction, which produce the staff and support that make up the
local and regional economies.

*
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Measure B3: Projects support of HEI Strategic Plan or Facility Master Plan
Demonstrate project alignment with institutional mission and how project advances the
institution’s strategic or facility master plan.
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NMSU LEADS 2025
Mission:
The mission of the New Mexico State University system is to serve the diverse needs of the state through comprehensive
programs of education, research, extension and outreach, and public service. As the state’s land‐grant and space‐grant
university, and as a Hispanic‐ Serving Institution, NMSU fosters learning, inquiry, diversity and inclusion, social mobility, and
service to the broader community.
Vision:
By 2025, the NMSU system will excel in student success and social mobility for our diverse student populations, achieve
the highest Carnegie research status (R1), and maintain our Carnegie Community Engagement classification.
Values: NMSU LEADS
• Leadership: Promoting and creating the ability for Aggies to shape the future
• Excellence: providing the highest level of education, research, outreach, and service
• Access: Welcoming diverse populations to higher education and to the NMSU community
• Diversity & Inclusion: Embracing our differences as an asset and actively seeking to include wide‐ranging perspectives
Strategic Goals
Goal 1: Enhance Student Success & Social Mobility
Student success across the NMSU system is driven by a commitment to learning, degree completion, and career
attainment enriched by our research and outreach enterprise.
NMSU Strategic Goals
Goal 1: Enhance Student Success & Social Mobility
Student success across the NMSU system is driven by a commitment to learning, degree completion, and career
attainment enriched by our research and outreach enterprise. Our students are served by our culture of inclusivity and
educational delivery that meets student needs and includes on-line and hands‐on learning.
Goal 3: Amplify Extension & Outreach
NMSU outreach extends knowledge beyond the university, drives integration of activities, directly and indirectly, and
supports student learning, experiences, and success.
Goal 4: Build a Robust University System
NMSU seeks to improve the University System, across the board, for faculty, staff,students, alumni, donors, stakeholders,
and prospective students and their families. Cooperation throughout the NMSU system will be exemplary for university
systems across the nation through efficient, effective, and empowering operations that align with our strategic goals.
Reliable utilities are a necessity to support academic and research functions, learning, and scholarship. NMSU has more
than ﬁve (5) million square feet of building space on the Las Cruces Campus and owns and maintains utility systems such
as chilled water, steam, natural gas, electric power and generation, telecommunications, potable and non-potable water,
sanitary sewer, storm water, utility metering, building and utility energy management, Central and Satellite Utility Plants,
and a tunnel system for utility distribution.
The steam system needs are specifically listed in the campus master plan, along a reference to upgrading the steam
system and components.
Steam
NMSU currently uses a natural-gas-ﬁ red steam production system to make chilled water for cooling and this steam is then
distributed to sixty-three buildings on the Las Cruces Campus for space heating, domestic hot water heating, food
preparation, and swimming pool heating. Annual production is roughly 163-million pounds (lbs.) of steam at 65,000 lbs./hr.
Free steam is also collected from the heat recovery steam generator on the cogeneration turbine.
The steam production manifold consists of two 44,000 lb./hr. tube boilers, one 17,000 lb./hr. tube boiler, and one 22,400
lb./hr. heat recovery steam generator working in conjunction with the Solar Taurus-60 gas-ﬁ red turbine. Campus
* distribution contains approximately 18,800 linear feet of schedule 40 steel pipe located in the tunnel system and directly
buried.
NMSU Utilities has recently replaced the undersized Central Plant header and associated ancillary equipment. With the
addition of the steam-driven chiller at the Central Plant, yearly steam production and use are more balanced through the
summer and winter months.
Future plans include:
• Replacing the boiler economizer that captures waste heat;
• Installing other efﬁciency enhancements and/or replacing ﬁfty-year-old boilers; and,
• Evaluating the production of hot water locally in the buildings.
Replacing the boiler economizer that captures waste heat;
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Measure B4: Facilities Assessment
Provide the facility’s most recent condition score and summarize the major structural and
systems conditions that resulted in that score. Provide selected supporting documentation in
appendices and reference them in the body of the proposal.
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------For this project the "facility" is the steam distribution. New Mexico State University has developed a detailed component
assessment for steam production and distribution steam.. New Mexico State University commissioned a Steam Report for
NMSU Steam Narrative in June 2009, and a 2022 updated Steam Utilities Assessment, both performed by GLHN
Engineering.
The FCI is an indicator of the overall condition of a building; calculated by dividing the maintenance, repair and replacement
deficiencies of the facility by the current replacement value of the facility. NMSU is currently in the process of updating FCI
system-wide for all of the campuses. We have hired a third party licensed architect and professional evaluation team to
assess. Of the 22 completed buildings at the academic core, Chemistry Building has received a very Poor rating for full
renovation or replacement. Full building evaluations for Chemistry, assessment of building condition and recommendations,
were completed in March and April 2021.
A little over a year ago, NMSU began the process for Architectural Research Consultants (ARC) to provide Facilities
Condition Assessment Training, Documentation and Space Utilization with the following scope to update the current FCI
values system-wide:
• Assistance in conducting condition assessments for selected buildings at NMSU, and to analyze and make
recommendations to optimize space use. The on-site assessment includes visual inspection of all building systems, spaces,
and areas immediately surrounding the building.
• Building evaluators will be trained to identify a Facility Condition Index (FCI) scope and related capital improvement projects
(CIPs) based on observed deficiencies.
• Composite digital site plans showing the location of recommended capital improvements.
• Customize our web-based software to document the results of the condition assessment. Monitor the progress of the
assessment, and review the entered data to control quality and consistency. This proposal assumes 36 buildings on the main
campus will be assessed and reviewed.
• Assist in preparing reports of the results of the effort. Assist to analyze and make recommendations regarding space
utilization on all 168 campus buildings for the Las Cruces campus. Train and evaluate the community college campuses and
Ag Science Centers (ASC) in the next phase.
• Work with NMSU facilities, space management, and classroom scheduling personnel to collect, analyze, and synthesize
available information to profile existing high level space use and identify opportunities to use space more effectively.
Facilities and Services is moving through the following steps:
• Field Evaluations
• Interview with Building Monitors
• Scoring (FCI and ARC)
• Preliminary CIPs
• Summary Reports
• Detailed Review of Reports with Senior Staff and ARC Manager
• Alternate Solutions to tackle the NMSU system

*

Current progress (as of April 5, 2022):
• 63 buildings completed
• 10 buildings in progress
• 365 buildings pending
• 2,476,841 GSF evaluated
• 138 Ag Science Center buildings to be evaluated by ARC
• 70 Auxiliary facilities to be evaluated by Sodexo
• 142 buildings remain to be evaluated by NMSU. (As noted above, facilities staff were trained to identify FCI scope and
related CIP)
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Measure B5: Projects impact on On–campus and Off-campus Instruction
Provide information on how this project request will support both on-campus and off-campus
instruction.
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NMSU Strategic Goals
Goal 1: Enhance Student Success & Social Mobility
Student success across the NMSU system is driven by a commitment to learning, degree completion, and career
attainment enriched by our research and outreach enterprise. Our students are served by our culture of inclusivity and
educational delivery that meets student needs and includes on-line and hands‐on learning. Recognizing the diverse
backgrounds of students across the system, NMSU provides a supportive environment for students to become a part of,
and contribute to, the campus community, the state, the country and the world.
1.1 Diversify, optimize, and increase system-wide enrollment
• Create and promote robust online learning programs (fully online degrees, blended programs, online courses, support
services)
Instruction and Learning Environments for COVID-19 era:
Since the release on March 3, 2020, of the ACHA Guidelines: Preparing for COVID-19, almost all institutions of higher
education transitioned to an online/virtual mode of instruction. While these efforts have allowed the teaching and learning
missions of universities to continue, there are limitations to remote instruction. Planning should include strategies guided by
public health considerations to resume in-person instruction.
• Prioritization of in-person instruction for courses with academic outcomes that cannot be measured or achieved virtually,
such as performance, laboratory, and clinical experiences.
• Implementation of a hybrid mode of instruction for the foreseeable future.
The college/university must build the necessary staffing capacity to resume not only their primary responsibilities but also
the competency to understand their role in reducing transmission of COVID-19. Faculty and staff must be protected,
trained, and adequately prepared.
• Conduct meetings electronically, even when working on campus.
• Consider return of work plans for employees, for at least 60% of the time physically on campus for a dedicated workspace
in order for campus-wide moves towards the migration plan and removal of maintained space per the considered for
demolition list.
• Allow those who can work effectively from home to make work from home permanent, and not return to the campus for
dedication office areas.
The Central Utility Plant utilizes steam for the purposes of creating chilled water for cooling via a steam turbine driven
chiller. The steam delivery system appears to be delivering the necessary capacity to meet the campus load demand
however, has extreme pipeline infrastructure degradation which is leading to property damage, energy losses, increased
production costs and negative impacts to life safety systems. All of the services in this project support instruction, research,
and administration consistent with New Mexico State University’s mission. Utilities Steam Systems support the expectation
to engage in learning activities and business, any time of the day or night whether on campus, from home or traveling,
using information technology and facilities space.

*
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C. Green Screen for Buildings
Measure C1: Energy Audit or similar energy assessment
Document details of the audit to include who performed the audit, when it was completed,
level of audit/assessment, improvements proposed, and benefits to this project
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------In 2013 Ameresco preformed an investment grade audit of 46 of NMSU’s buildings throughout the state, totaling nearly 2.7
million gross square feet. The audit included the facilities at Alamogordo, Carlsbad, Dona Ana Community College, Grants,
remote Agricultural Science Centers, and all buildings on the main campus. NMSU also employees two Certified Energy
Managers (CEM) who can look at the potential energy savings of projects. One of the many buildings included in this
assessment was the Chemistry Building.
Although this project will not be LEED certified, it will be designed using any possible sustainability or energy-conserving
techniques that could apply. In general, any improvement to the campus building infrastructure will result in increased
efficiency and a corresponding reduction in energy costs.
Renovation work will be done following Green Screen standards, with goals of achieving additional energy cost savings.
List of Green Screen strategies that will be incorporated in the project during construction include:
• Construction waste management principles will be followed during the demolition.
• Recycling of applicable materials.
• Construction waste management principles followed during construction.

*
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Measure C2: Projects impact on Energy / Utility Cost Reduction
Explain the impact of this project to the net energy / utility costs. Provide a justification if no
operating budget impact is anticipated.
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Steam Background:
NMSU currently uses a natural-gas-fired steam production system to make chilled water for cooling and this steam is then
distributed to sixty-three buildings on the Las Cruces Campus for space heating, domestic hot water heating, food
preparation, and swimming pool heating. Annual production is roughly 163-million pounds (lbs.) of steam at 65,000 lbs./hr.
Free steam is also collected from the heat recovery steam generator on the cogeneration turbine.
The steam production manifold consists of two 44,000 lb./hr. tube boilers, one 17,000 lb./hr. tube boiler, and one 22,400
lb./hr. heat recovery steam generator working in conjunction with the Solar Taurus-60 gas-fired turbine. Campus distribution
contains approximately 18,800 linear feet of schedule 40 steel pipe located in the tunnel system and directly buried.
NMSU Utilities has recently replaced the undersized Central Plant header and associated ancillary equipment. With the
addition of the steam-driven chiller at the Central Plant, yearly steam production and use are more balanced through the
summer and winter months.
Future plans include:
• Replacing the boiler economizer that captures waste heat;
• Installing other efficiency enhancements and/or replacing fifty-year-old boilers; and,
• Evaluating the production of hot water locally in the buildings.
Steam System Deficiencies (2022 update):
The majority of the steam infrastructure was installed from the1960s through the1990s. Other properties to include Skeen
Hall and Center for the Arts were post 2000. The most recent addition to the steam system is the Ag Modernization Project
Bio Medical Facility. This brings to light that the majority of the steam infrastructure is beyond 30 years old with an average
age of buildings served by this system at 44 years. A steam infrastructure assessment was performed by GLHN
Engineering in 2009, and updated in 2022, identifying noted deficiencies leading to tunnel structure failures due to steam
induced corrosion resulting in approximately $800,000 annually for the last 5 years. In addition, building property damage
has occurred due to failed steam lines and in some cases development of mold and reduced Indoor Air Quality has been
exhibited in Corbett Center, Domenici Hall, Pan American Center, Gerald Thomas, Branson Hall, Rhodes Garrett Hamiel,
Pinon Hall, Neale Hall, Dona Ana Community College, Anderson Hall and increased Utility Plant production costs due to
steam losses. Recent calculations to the impact on Plant Production Costs related to steams losses is currently tracking at
an increase of $300,000 annually for Natural Gas, Chemical Treatment and Domestic Water usage. This is expected to
increase by 8% due to the documented increases from the City of Las Cruces stating approved increases to natural gas
costs for the coming years.

*
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Measure C3: Executive Order (EO) 2019-003
Provide detailed information on how this project will address the goal of reducing Green House
Gas (GHG) emissions by 45% as called for in the EO. Explain the steps taken to reduce the
buildings energy demands.
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Over 95% of NMSU’s scope 1 and 2 emissions are building emissions. Reaching the goals within EO 2019 -003 for
greenhouse gas emission reduction remodeling and updating existing infrastructure will be required. According to
sustainability reports, steam is one the top three emission sources and could contributes approximately 40% of the total
emissions. The steam is used on campus to heat and cool buildings and water, and emissions are continuing to grow.
Therefore, projects focusing on efficiency upgrades to the existing steam systems can have a noticeable impact on the
GHG emissions.
Hourly campus steam loads are determined using both recorded monthly steam data from the central plant and by using
an open source building energy modeling program called eQUEST, issued by the U.S Department of Energy. Using
recorded annual flow data, peak flow data and a local hourly weather profile an annual hourly campus heating demand
profile is generated using eQUEST and is checked at a monthly level using the recorded monthly data. There is an
averaged diurnal swing of campus steam demand by month to generate a heating load envelope, profiling the annual
NMSU distributed steam consumption that occur during the winter months. Peak steam delivery occurs early in the
morning as classes are just getting started, as this is the coldest period in the working day. Steam delivery levels
gradually decline throughout the day as the sun warms up the buildings and the air around them and bottoms out at
about 5 or 6 pm. As the sun goes down in the evening, levels begin to rise to continue meet the unoccupied heating set
points without the aid of the sun. Levels continue to rise all night long as the air continues to become colder until dawn
breaks and levels die down slightly just before the unoccupied set points change over to occupied set points again.
During the summer months the trend is similar, but rather to meet reheating needs while tempering buildings with cool
air. This is a somewhat typical heating load envelope and is largely representative the actual steam delivery to the NMSU
campus.

*
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D. Stewardship
Detail how the HEI provides stewardship for its assets.
Measure D1: Project Estimates
Describe how this projects cost estimates were developed. Provide the total dollars attributed
to inflation. Percentage increases MUST be defended in the narrative portion of the document,
or 0% inflation will be assumed.
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The process for determining the capital outlay needs begins with the University Architect (UA), who stays in touch with the
needs of the education enterprise through communication on various levels. Each year, the University Architect and Associate
Vice President for Facilities and Services set up an in-person meeting with the Deans of the Colleges to review the capital
outlay requests for the year. The Capital Outlay Briefing is presented to the University Administrative Council, and the
flowchart that outlines the process for a project concept to become a priority on NMSU’s Five Year Facilities Plan.
Project champions (presidents, deans, and vice presidents) submit a Capital Project Proposal Form with justification, business
plan, supporting data, and sketches/drawings. The Project Request Form (PRF) is generated; the project is reviewed for
compliance with the campus master plan document; and forwarded to Project Development and Engineering (PDE) for a
preliminary estimate.
The estimate is then assigned directly to the in-house professional estimator, Senior Project Manager. The scope of work is
determined with the relevant stakeholders and UA. Budgetary estimates are produced with the use of 2020 ProEst Estimating
Software that is built using the current RS Means database. Note that the in-house professional estimator with Facilities and
Services PDE must meet satisfactory evidence of the necessary qualifications as required by the Certifying Body of the
American Society of Professional Estimators. The Executive Director for PDE reviews the proposed costs to confirm the
estimate is reasonable and accurate. Then the AVP of Facilities reports to the Administration for further action and/or inclusion
into Capital Outlay or University Capital Plans.
Budgetary estimates older than a year are reviewed and adjusted for inflation as part of the capital outlay process, and
incorporation to the current campus Five Year Facilities Plans.
Opinion of Probable Costs from May 2022 UDP Update – Steam and Condensate System Piping Repairs:
The engineer's report has provided two cost estimates for repair, maintenance, and upkeep of the steam/condensate systems.
The first estimate consists of cost requirements to repair/replace all deficient, inoperable, damaged equipment and equipment
that has reached the end of its useful life as part of a single comprehensive project. In our opinion we estimate the cost of a
single comprehensive project to be $35,088,371. Refer to the attached estimate for detailed cost data.
The second estimate reflects the cost for the same repair/replacement scope but is spread over a 10-year maintenance period.
This estimate reflects a yearly recurring cost to complete the upgrade over time while providing the university with an
increasingly reliable system over time. In our opinion we estimate the cost of a 10-year maintenance project to be $4,054,476
annually. Refer to the attached estimate for detailed cost data.

*

New Mexico Higher Education Department
Capital Outlay Funding – Project Evaluation Form

Measure D2: Describe how this project addresses/reduces deferred maintenance on campus
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Completion of this project will reduce the deferred maintenance related to repairs associated with utility infrastructure and
expensive steam line and equipment upgrades. Fixes for infrastructure failures are desperately needed to avoid a disaster
that would massively disrupt the entire campus. Investing in an upgraded steam distribution should greatly lessen the
burden placed upon NMSU Facilities.
The 2022 investigation was intended to identify failed steam distribution system equipment that has failed or has exceeded
its intended useful life. The scope is to replace isolation valves, traps, pipe insulation, repair steam/condensate leaks, heat
exchangers, pressure controI devices and condensate return equipment that is inoperable or likely to fail. This holistic
approach is designed to improve the utility reliability, energy efficiency, reduction in operations and maintenance costs.

For facilities, check the box that best describes how this project impacts or reduces the campus
Facility Condition Index (FCI) (reduces deferred maintenance).
___

The approximate restoration cost is 46– 60 percent of building replacement cost.
(20 - points)

___

The approximate restoration cost is 31–45 percent of building replacement cost. The
physical conditions currently adversely affect building operations.
(15 - points)

___

The approximate restoration cost is 16–30 percent of building replacement cost. The
physical conditions may have an effect upon building operations.
(12 - points)

___

The approximate cost of restoration is 5–15 percent of building replacement cost.
(7 - points)

___

Renewal or replacement project cost is less than 5 percent of building replacement cost.
(0 points)

*
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Measure D3: Asset Stewardship
Provide information on how the HEI supports the ongoing operational and maintenance needs
of current and proposed assets.
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Facilities and Services receives an annual funding allocation for Building Renewals and Replacements (BRR). Facilities and
Services receives an annual allocation for capital renewal and we created a Building Renewals and Replacements (BRR) task
force that met every other week for a year to develop a 3-5 year BRR plan. This past year, an internal, cross-sectional team
met bi-weekly for a year to assess each building system. This led to the creation of what we called a 3-year plan, although by
design the listed needs exceeded the available funding so in places we also called it a plan for the next five years. We made
presentations and prepared a BRR booklet. We used a number of reports that we have commissioned in the development of
this plan: Roof Assessment by BTA; ThyssenKrupp Elevator Assessment; AON Fire Protection and Life Safety System
Assessments; Bohannon Huston Site Electrical Infrastructure Master Plan; GLHN Utility Development Plan; Accessibility
Survey of Campus Buildings; NMSU Data Center Planning Report; Las Cruces Campus Drainage Study; Structural Integrity
Study for the NMSU Utility Tunnel; Chemistry and Biochemistry Exhaust System Study; and the Water Master Plan. This
Building Renewals and Replacements plan was put together with input from staff in Facility Operations, Project Development
and Engineering, Environmental Health and Safety (EHS), the Fire Department, the University Architect, and the University
Engineer.
The BRR Briefing that summarizes the history of BRR, describes the sectors, Capital Improvement BRR, and process for
recommendations.
We receive $5.2 million annually, and $500k is reserved for new programs and initiatives at the Chancellor/Provost direction.
The remaining $4.8 million is the most efficiently spent money this university has and is used to keep the lights on, the
buildings cool, and the elevators humming – and it has allowed NMSU to meet stewardship targets since 2015 towards the
deferred maintenance backlog. Campus-wide maintenance needs and challenges do not leave adequate funding for buildings
and infrastructure upgrades.

*
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Measure D4: Maintenance Cost Reduction
Describe in detail how this project will affect operating appropriations for the current year and
all out-years. Provide a justification if no operating budget impact is anticipated.
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Completion of this project will reduce the following maintenance and operations costs:
• Reduced electric utility costs realized with the installation of new energy efficient equipment for the steam system.
• Costs associated with rescheduling university operations due to a lack of data availability.
• Costs associated with restoring computer systems associated with an unscheduled power outage.
• Insurance claims and costs to replace computer equipment damaged by a hard shut down and restart.
• Installation of new steam system and components, with the expectation of proper maintenance reduces costs of Facilities
need and activity in these buildings
Performing the project will replace obsolete and/or failing components which will extend the useful life of the steam system.
Extending the useful life of the system allows NMSU time to plan and revitalize the steam system thereby reducing the
deferred maintenance backlog for the steam system. Additionally, performing the project will improve the operating
efficiency of the system and reduce utility production costs.
Current steam production costs attributed to lost steam and condensate is estimated at $300,000 annually (additional
Natural Gas, Chemical Treatment and Domestic Water usage). This is expected to further increase by 8% over the next
year due to approved increases in natural gas utility cost.

*
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Measure D5: Health, safety, and security
Describe how this project will address major health and safety issues/concerns on
campus, including how it will improve physical safety and cybersecurity on campus.
Provide selected supporting documentation and reference them in the body of the
proposal.
Institution proposed score
(if an affiliated community college) ____

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The steam delivery system appears to be delivering the necessary capacity to meet the campus load demand
however, has extreme pipeline infrastructure degradation which is leading to property damage, energy losses,
increased production costs and negative impacts to life safety systems. During outages for unscheduled repairs, to
replace piping buildings will be without steam, which will affect domestic hot water, building heating, humidity control
systems, autoclaves, sterilizers, and other steam related systems.
In response to COVID-19, the university evaluated the HVAC systems and components campus-wide.
Recommendations to correct the utility deficiencies that support building activities will work to ensure proper air and
humidity control in buildings for the health and safety of the occupants.

New Mexico Higher Education Department
Capital Outlay Funding – Project Evaluation Form

Language for appropriation: Compose the legislative language that would best suit
your project needs should the project be funded (Example: to plan, design, construct,
and equip infrastructure improvements at John Doe College)
$4,000,000 to plan, design, construct, renovate, and equip steam system infrastructure upgrades at New Mexico State
University- Las Cruces.

